Every summer, TANZWERKSTATT EUROPA offers a high-quality summer dance workshop program for all people who take great delight in dancing. The workshop programme takes place 27 July - 6 August, 2021.

Together with the Department of Arts and Culture of the City of Munich, every year since 1991 JOINT ADVENTURES has organized TANZWERKSTATT EUROPA – a workshop for new ideas and aesthetics in contemporary dance and performance and hot spot for choreographers, teachers and professionals.

The registration for the workshops and intensives of TANZWERKSTATT EUROPA 2021 is available now - with earlybird rates for registrations before July 1st.

With our 30th anniversary coming up this year, we are presenting again a thriving program with internationally acclaimed artists and instructors. You're interested in improving your dance technique or just giving contemporary dance a try for the first time? Our diverse program offers something great for every level – weather you are a professional or amateur dance enthusiast.

Besides contemporary dance and special repertory classes for every level there are intensives for professional dancers and choreographers. They give valuable insights into important current working methods and are also an inspiration to work on your own choreographic material.

If you book by or on July 1, benefit from our special early bird rates!
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